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The handbook Architectural Graphic Standards was first published in 1932, the same year and in the same city that the exhibition The International Style opened at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. The coincidence of these two events underscores the bifurcation in modern architectural practice between appearance and function. While the show emphasized formal compositional principles to the exclusion of the role of function, the manual specified that it contained only factual information “purposely devoid of aesthetic expression.” Although the design approach advocated in current handbooks is accepted as the way architecture is practiced, it was not always so. Architectural Graphic Standards, as the first of many modern guides, attempted to isolate constructional and functional facts from aesthetic design decisions. Its broad acceptance by the profession can be traced through the manual’s own history (Figure 1). Born in the very particular practice of Frederick Ackerman, it drew on the emphatic cultural critique by Thorstein Veblen. Architectural Graphic Standards, perceived today as a benign reference, was conceived as a revolutionary architectural treatise, a manifesto.

Frederick Lee Ackerman

Frederick Ackerman (1878–1950) is best remembered for his involvement in the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA); with Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, Lewis Mumford, and others, he worked for socially responsible planning, design, and financing of community housing. Born in New York State, Ackerman received a degree in architecture from Cornell University in 1901 and, after two years of architectural study in Paris, returned to develop a successful architectural practice in New York City. From 1906 to 1920, he was in partnership with Alexander Trowbridge, architect and dean of the College of Fine Arts at Cornell. The firm designed numerous houses as well as commercial and institutional buildings. The office’s largest project was the Brooklyn Central YMCA, seen at the time as embodying progressive social programs. With support from Charles Whitaker, the progressive editor of the Journal of the American Institute of Architects, Ackerman made a detailed survey of the housing and planning movements in England, particularly government war housing prior to the American involvement in World War I. During the war, Ackerman became chief of the Department of Housing and Planning of the U.S. Shipping Board. Ackerman’s staff included Wright, later a partner of Stein. After the war, Ackerman proposed a peacetime national public housing program, known as the Ackerman Plan, which was ultimately rejected by Congress.

Ackerman returned to architectural practice in 1921 as a sole practitioner. His work was primarily housing, ranging from low-income accommodations to private estates and dormitories for Cornell University. Ackerman worked with Stein and Wright on houses for Sunnyside Gardens,
Queens, New York, and community buildings for Radburn, New Jersey, two planned communities informed by garden-city principles. Ackerman’s First Houses project of 1935 in New York City, described as the first publicly financed housing in the United States, revitalized existing buildings by demolishing every third tenement to create 122 units enhanced with sunlight and outdoor space. In numerous articles, Ackerman aggressively advocated expanding the architect’s role to include preparing architectural programs and zoning regulations, rather than passively accepting them, because they already determined major aspects of a project such as housing density. As Harold Sleeper later described it, Ackerman’s office had “an atmosphere where architecture was practiced as a social service.”

By the 1930s, Ackerman joined the New York City Housing Authority and directed it toward technical research and progressive projects. At this time Ackerman and his wife, Mary Linton Ackerman, an interior decorator who sometimes collaborated with her husband, lived in an apartment directly below Stein’s. Ackerman’s many articles written after World War I, on housing, planning, and other topics, reflected his enthusiastic commitment to the ideas of Veblen.

**Thorstein Veblen**

The son of Norwegian immigrant farmers, Wisconsin-born economist and social critic Thorstein Veblen (1857–1929) coined the phrase “conspicuous consumption” in his critique of leisure-class spending motivated for display. Contrary to Adam Smith’s economic theory, Veblen held that self-interested individual choices did not automatically contribute to the common good. Veblen rejected capitalism, or “the price system,” as an entirely artificial approach to valuation that was manipulated by business and financial interests. These vested interests were in inherent conflict with the rational machinery of industrial production because their goal was the acquisition of wealth rather than the general interest of society.

While the prevailing model of the “economic man” presumed that work is irksome, Veblen identified a quasi-aesthetic “instinct of workmanship” that leads people to find futility and inefficiency distasteful and improvement desirable. For Veblen, work was a defining characteristic of humanity. In what he identified as the craft era, the instinct of workmanship was fulfilled by skilfully making raw material into useful items. In the new industrial era, the instinct of workmanship was channeled by the machine into a rational, repetitive production process.

To replace the questionable leadership of the ostentatious leisure class, Veblen proposed the disinterested technician who, following the certainty of facts, would work for the general good. The production engineer was the paradigm of this expert for whom technological processes act without a commercial interest. “These men [are] soberly trained in a spirit of tangible performance and endowed with something more than an even share of the sense of workmanship, and endowed also with the common heritage of partiality for the rule of Live and Let Live.” Veblen described engineers themselves as part of the mechanism of the emerging worldwide industrial production system. He believed that an economic revolution in the United States would be the work of professionals united in a “soviet of technicians” and often hinted that it would be arriving soon.

“So sharply defined and homogeneous is their class [engineers], that a sufficiently compact and inclusive organization of their forces should arrange itself almost as a matter of course.” In claiming that the captains of finance manipulated prices for self-interest by restricting production even
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Figure 1  Title page of the first edition of Charles George Ramsey and Harold Reeve Sleeper, Architectural Graphic Standards (New York, 1932)
though industry could create a virtually unlimited supply of goods, Veblen anticipated the economic collapse of 1929 and deemed it unnecessary. As people across the United States struggled with the impact of the economic depression, many embraced Veblenian technocracy, advocating social and industrial control by technical experts for the benefit of society.

Ackerman likely first met Veblen at the New School of Social Research shortly after the latter’s arrival in New York City in 1919 and was brought into Veblen’s circle to help realize the revolutionary soviet of technicians.17 According to his friend and colleague Lewis Mumford, Ackerman was “the most persistent and understanding disciple that Veblen ever acquired. Indeed, Ackerman’s thoughts on economics followed closely Veblen’s own reasoning.”18 By 1920, Ackerman was a member of the executive committee that formed the Technical Alliance, which was inspired by Veblen. In 1932, the year Architectural Graphic Standards was published, Ackerman was a founding member of the Committee on Technocracy, where he collaborated on a survey to establish energy exchange as a factual, quantitative economic measure to replace the arbitrary price system (Figure 2).19 For the rest of his life, Ackerman remained dedicated to realizing Veblen’s vision. In a 1941 letter to Mumford, he wrote that he was still “very deeply impressed over how right that bird [Veblen] was. It almost seems as if the whole world is now geared to his analysis.”20 Throughout his mature architectural practice and the formation of Architectural Graphic Standards, Ackerman was a central leader of the technocracy movement.

Figure 2 Page one of Frederick Ackerman, The Facts Behind Technocracy: How Man’s Growing Use of Energy Is Revolutionizing His Social Life (New York, 1933), 1
Ackerman’s Application of Veblen’s Views to Architectural Practice

After 1919, Ackerman’s architectural writings are specifically grounded in Veblen’s thought and idiosyncratic language.21 Echoing Veblen’s vitriolic tone, Ackerman wrote that “the price system” leads to buildings “that will be less durable, but they will be more perfectly functional in respect to the needs of financial business and less so in respect to the common welfare.”22

While Ackerman embraced Veblen’s desire to remove superfluous ornament from his architecture, in an apparent paradox his own projects throughout the 1920s were primarily Georgian in style. The appearance of his work perhaps explains why it has received little attention in the histories of modern American architecture. Ackerman believed that it was impossible to develop a true modern architecture until the price system was overturned because pecuniary self-interest undermined rational technical decisions. For Ackerman, Georgian was the final achievement of the handicap era as described by Veblen,23 embodying most clearly the craft manner of the instinct of workmanship. Veblen held that under the handicap system, price was regulated on the basis of labor cost, and only with “the late-modern regime of investment and machine industry” did price become merely what an article could bring. According to Veblen, the handicap era was strongest in the “English-speaking community” and after long development culminated in the eighteenth century.24 Thus, Ackerman’s Georgian architecture reflected the apogee of Veblen’s handicap system based on direct labor with materials prior to the distorting effects of the price system (Figure 3). In an article on Georgian architecture, Ackerman similarly noted, “The traditions of craftsmanship that had been built up during the preceding centuries were still in force as guiding factors. [The architects’ competence]... was, in large measure, due to their sympathetic understanding of materials, their knowledge of craft ways and means.”25 When asked to design colonial houses, for example, Ackerman used wooden downspouts, an unusual practice in his time, when they were usually made of metal. He emulated not the historic appearance but the colonial material and mode of construction.26 Indeed, wooden gutters were illustrated in Architectural Graphic Standards. Like Veblen, Ackerman rejected stylistic concerns because they were based on pecuniary motivations for consumption and profit by increasing demand through changing styles. With Georgian architecture, as Ackerman interpreted it, one could best avoid style as novelty and fashion by making architectural decisions according to the facts of construction.

Ackerman, like Veblen, embraced machine industry but believed the architect’s modern instinct of workmanship was overwhelmed by business-profit motives. Ackerman wrote about the small house in 1920: “I believe thoroughly that if the machine process could be lifted out of the control of predatory forces, or if we could bring our social and economic institutions and industrial processes into an harmonious working, we could create out of the machine process a material environment which would be superior, from the social standpoint, to anything thus far created by the architects and builders of the past.”27 Ackerman considered architectural style as fashion that is “profit induced” for consumption by the leisure class. This critique was not limited to historical styles, and Ackerman accused modernism of adopting only the formal appearance of the machine. The modern revolution in architecture, he wrote ironically, “gave promise of introducing something new—a fashion; and fashion may be the basis of profitable business.” Ackerman made similar criticisms of recent exhibitions of modern

Figure 3 A doorway in Amersham, Bucks, England, exemplifying Frederick Ackerman’s conception of Georgian architecture
architecture: “The work is as frequently in violation of the rules of functional expression as any work that has gone before. They express more accurately the aggressive character of modern competitive selling.”28 Architectural aesthetics were contaminated by the pecuniary goals of stylistic consumption that benefited business profits. Ackerman rejected most modern architecture as little more than advertising.

Veblen’s critique of conspicuous consumption led Ackerman to attempt to eliminate applied, decorative ornament in architecture. For Veblen, aesthetic judgment was confused by the financial values of conspicuous consumption; he held that the true aesthetic values of utilitarian items should be derived from their use. In 1899, Veblen wrote in The Theory of the Leisure Class: “Among objects of use the simple and undecorated article is aesthetically the best.” He went on to apply this line of reasoning to architecture: “The substitution of pecuniary beauty for aesthetic beauty has been especially effective in the development of architecture. . . . The endless variety of fronts presented . . . in our cities is an endless variety of architectural distress and suggests expensive discomfort. Considered as objects of beauty, the dead walls of the sides and backs of these structures, left untouched by the hands of the artist, are commonly the best feature of the building.”29 Veblen’s critique inspired Ackerman to design Georgian houses, for their matter-of-fact utility and their simple details derived directly from the means of crafting building materials. In a 1929 letter to Mumford, Ackerman set out his thought:

For an indeterminate future, interest in art . . . is due to be actuated by the aims of conspicuous consumption under guidance of the pecuniary canons of taste. . . . The “designer” appears. But the “designer” must of a necessity go to his work without the benefit (or handicap) of discipline under the logic of handicraft or the logic of machine technology. . . . In the typical case, due to the purpose which actuates him, he will be guided by the logic of salesmanship. . . . This may be deemed most unfortunate. But we are faced with a dilemma: the logic of handicraft runs at cross purposes with the logic of technology; and the logic of machine technology runs at cross purposes with conspicuous consumption. Handicraft, therefore, is dead (approximately). But conspicuous consumption is not. For the time being, conspicuous consumption may be sustained by salesmanship but this turns upon the power of salesmanship to accelerate the rate of turn-over of taste, style and fashion. For this is all that salesmanship is equipped to offer in this field. The pecuniary canons of taste would prevail as now. But the criteria would change. To be greatly appreciated or highly prized, an expression would have to be utterly strange, untainted, as it were, by causal circumstances out of which it burst upon us.30

Ackerman’s primary commitment was to work toward a technocratic replacement of the price system that would promote the rational practice of architecture within the machine system. Given the inevitability of waste within the current economic price system, Ackerman endeavored to reconnect the architect with the facts of use, materials, and modes of construction. In this way, he attempted to resist the transformation of the architect into a designer of novelties. In applying and codifying Veblen’s presumption that cultural excrences of conspicuous waste can be scraped away to reveal a factual life process, Ackerman created office practices that led to the advent of Architectural Graphic Standards.

The Origin of Architectural Graphic Standards in Ackerman’s Office

It was in Ackerman’s technocratic architectural practice that Architectural Graphic Standards was completed in 1932 as the first modern handbook of architecture.31 By 1935, numerous other handbooks, many still in print today, were introduced, including Time-Saver Standards and Don Graff’s Data Sheets in the United States; Bau-Entwurfstelebre in Germany; and Planning, The Architect’s Handbook in England.32 The authors of Graphic Standards, Charles Ramsey (1884–1963) and Harold Sleeper (1893–1960), had worked in Ackerman’s office since at least 1919 and continued as partners in the successor firm after Ackerman’s retirement.33 Ackerman was fully aware of and supported the production of Graphic Standards in his office, where the plates for the book were executed.34 In later years, applicants for employment there had to demonstrate their drafting skill by copying a sheet from Graphic Standards. The book proposal emphasized the authors’ involvement in Ackerman’s office,35 and while the first edition was in preparation, Sleeper consistently and strongly identified himself as a member of Ackerman’s firm in the articles he wrote.36

Ackerman’s intellectual influence on the handbook is demonstrated in his introductions to the three editions produced during his lifetime, texts that provided the visionary basis of the publication. Significantly, the four sample sheets included in the original accepted book proposal were produced for Ackerman’s projects in his office (Figure 4); they were later revised and published in the first edition of Graphic Standards. Sleeper described the proposal materials as two pages showing sizes of athletic sports fields and two illustrating the “various types and sizes of college dormitory beds.”37 These were prepared under Ackerman’s direction for projects executed at Cornell University.38 One of them was published in 1930 as an example of the plates
Ramsey and Sleeper were preparing for their book. Ackerman's visual comparison of dormitories appeared with additions but was otherwise unchanged in the first edition of *Graphic Standards* (Figure 5). In Ackerman's introduction to one of his reports to Cornell—where he was identified as architect and Ramsey and Sleeper as associates—the sheets he included demonstrate the connection between his work and their book. Furthermore, the language he used is similar to that of the introductions to *Graphic Standards*: "The drawings showing proposed arrangements and groupings of structures should be viewed as simplified diagrammatic illustrations of subject matter rather than fully matured architectural studies. For it has been assumed that a rational proposal in respect to the utilization of this area would serve both as point of departure and objective for the development of definite and detailed studies of use, arrangement and architectural character." 39 For the realization of the first *Graphic Standards*, Ramsey contributed outstanding graphic capabilities and Sleeper thoroughly organized technical information, but it was their employer, Ackerman, who provided the intellectual vision. 40

**The Technocratic Construction of Architectural Graphic Standards**

Faced with the problem of how to practice architecture in a world dominated by the price system he rejected, Ackerman directed his office to develop scientific architectural
data to provide the basis for future rational building. He believed that in producing physical facts for a technical practice he could prepare architecture for the time when the price system would be overturned. Ackerman’s office work followed the same rationale as the energy survey that he published for the Technocracy Committee, which presented energy as an objective measure of labor to replace the arbitrary price system. Employing the language of technocracy, Ackerman introduced *Graphic Standards* as presented in the “simple language of facts which technical men use for a scientific document.” He used “data,” a key word in the handbook, in a technical sense, as the metrical or quantitative relationship between production, materials, and habitation needs in contrast with the pecuniary criteria of the price system. This technocratic view of data is predicated on the assumed ability to distinguish between objective fact as an actual human need and appearance as conspicuous consumption.

Veblen’s theory of the instinct of workmanship influenced the sequence of the contents of *Graphic Standards*. As an advertisement for the fourth edition stated: “The material is arranged in the usual sequence of building—from the foundation up [to the roof].” In the first several editions, data sheets were stacked into an edifice, paralleling the sequence of construction on the building site. Like Ackerman’s description of the eighteenth-century Georgian archi-
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*Figure 5* “University Housing,” in the first edition of *Architectural Graphic Standards*, pl. 194
tect, when turning the pages of the reference manual the modern draftsman would be constantly reminded of the relation between constructing drawings and constructing buildings. When Ackerman mused in 1929 that "the 'designer' must of a necessity go to his work without the benefit of discipline under the logic of handicraft or the logic of machine technology," the contents of Graphic Standards provided one means to engage the designer seated at a drafting table with the builder working on site.42 In Ackerman's approach to architecture, the technocratic logic of construction countered the salesmanship of novelty for conspicuous consumption.

One subject that Ackerman deemed least contaminated by pecuniary goals was access to sunlight, which he described as a "purely technical problem."43 The first plate of the first edition of Graphic Standards was a solar orientation diagram. Veblen, in criticizing the design of institutional buildings that ostentatiously display the donor's generosity, singled out windows that "are placed with a view to impress their pecuniary excellence upon the chance beholder from the outside, rather than with a view to effectiveness for their ostensible end in the convenience or comfort of the beneficiaries within."44 In 1937, Ackerman, with associates Ramsey and Sleeper, designed Lusk Apartments, the first completely air-conditioned apartment building in New York City. Since they believed operable windows for ventilation were rendered unnecessary by the new mechanical system, the architects attempted to provide only glass block for day lighting, but were required by code to include some operating windows as well (Figure 6).45 This design seems to realize physically Veblen's argument that windows should be merely functional, making secondary any views or expressive qualities they might offer.

In Ackerman's practice and in the handbook, data were used to establish construction and planning standards as the foundational facts of an objective practice. Although the word "standard" did not appear in the title used for the book proposal, the contents were from the outset based on the concept.46 Technocracy adopted the approach from scientific management, in which a standard was understood as "the one best way to do work." In the early twentieth century, to standardize was to be modern and efficient. Ackerman's office developed such designs for houses and interiors to create a minimum list of stock wood forms for the Curtis Companies in 1920.47 The rationalization of building elements was conceived as predicated on the uniformity of the human activities they were to accommodate.48 The presumption that everyday habits could be scientifically studied, improved, and fixed was widespread. The standardization of human activities in relation to architecture, in turn, was based on normative human dimensions. The paradigmatic human was diagrammed and dimensioned in the early pages of the modern handbooks.49 Regarding the "normal" human, Ramsey and Sleeper wrote in their book proposal:

Figure 6 Frederick L. Ackerman, Architect, and Ramsey & Sleeper, Associates, Lusk Apartment Building, New York City, 1938
The human body has changed little in stature during the centuries since man emerged from the caves and hence standards have developed based on his size and physical ability that stay very constant. Chairs taken from Tut-anhk-Amen’s tomb can be used well today. Cleopatra’s couch would probably still serve comfortably. All utensils, furniture, and building are closely bound by this human scale. These well established standards have never been formulated for easy reference for draftsmen. We will include many such standards, as architecture houses the human and is dependent on this human scale.50

In the book, a standard human was used to determine the minimum dimensions for the execution of functions such as cooking, defined by a repertoire of prescribed efficient movements. The space required for activities in turn provided dimensions for construction elements. Standardization also informs Veblen’s advocacy of the “typical” as the basis of the instinct of workmanship in the machine age. The house was planned to fit around the life of the family, like clothing around the human body, to achieve pure utility in the smallest space without conspicuous consumption.51

Handbooks of illustrated details existed prior to Graphic Standards. In 1873, M. F. Cummings may have been the first in the United States to publish plates of details, although these were primarily intended for builders rather than architects.52 Late-nineteenth-century publications of standard building details appeared in conjunction with early university architecture courses in construction, including Clarence Martin’s Details, with which Sleeper was familiar at Cornell.53 By the 1920s, there were several such books.54 In 1924, before coauthoring Graphic Standards, Ramsey wrote a book of architectural drafting details with Louis Rouillon to support their teaching at the Mechanics Institute in New York.55 As Hyungmin Pai has shown in his insightful analysis, construction handbooks prior to Graphic Standards were illustrated with drawings and photographs of outstanding completed projects by leading firms as exemplars of the best-built work.56 For example, the Ackerman office library owned six volumes of Mervyn Macartney’s The Practical Exemplar of Architecture, which included photographs of actual projects. Details were presented in the context of their whole. The same applied to detailed section drawings, even if showing only a single element, since they were represented with combinations of drawings including both elevations and plans (Figure 7). Although Rouillon and Ramsey’s slightly earlier publication was by one of the same authors and issued by the same publisher, it is fundamentally different from Graphic Standards. The prior book presented the details in relation to a whole house design, the perspective of which served as its frontispiece, and beside each plate of details is a perspective view of the element to be drawn. Sleeper noted that unlike their volume, the earlier handbooks “contained specific details, applicable only to a given set of conditions.”57

The data in Graphic Standards, rather than derived from complete projects, was instead abstracted from catalogues and other sources of standardized industrial products. It also included dimensional planning data such as predetermined layouts for bathrooms, apartments, lunch counters, and closets. Standards, whether of manufactured goods or human activities, were the measure of the modern instinct of workmanship defined by the uniformity of industry. Veblen described this approach for the machine age: “The canon of beauty requires expression of the generic.”58 In an attempt to achieve universality, the new handbooks introduced standardized diagrams that killed the exemplar.

Unlike its predecessors, Graphic Standards has very few elaborate drawings. Most of the images are sections whose outlines are emphasized to appear more essential and less subject to the vagaries of particular projects or styles. Exterior elevations were omitted to avoid ornamentation or individuation of uniform standards. The exemplary architectural model was replaced with, as the authors termed it, “core, or skeleton data.” These sections, as X-rays of a building body, presented general guidelines of practice as fact through the notion of the standard.

The technocratic approach to architecture in Ackerman’s office was made manifest in the diagrammatic drawings of Graphic Standards. Pai concluded that the plate of the composition book for the artist-architect was replaced with the diagram of the reference manual for the technician-architect. For architectural practice and education, Ackerman advocated replacing expressive Beaux-Arts parti sketches drawn from historical precedent with concise architectural diagrams grounded in the social needs of the present. He summed up his approach as “methods of analysis” distinguished from “gyratory movements of the six-B [pencil].”59

Ackerman directed that drawings in his office were only “to give explicit information in terms of dimensions,” while specifications were to define material and technique.60 A technocratic manifesto by Howard Scott, Thermodynamic Interpretation of Social Phenomena, referred to Ackerman’s work and was published the same year as Graphic Standards. It set out the postulate that “all phenomena involved in the function of a social mechanism are metrical.” Graphic Standards was similarly described as an encyclopedia of dimensions. Ackerman’s office documented technical facts with diagrammatic drawings devoid of expression. These practices were directly applied to the creation of Graphic Standards.
The Facticity of Diagrams

The simultaneous appearance of MoMA’s exhibition *The International Style and Architectural Graphic Standards* underscores that each act of repression in this dance of dualism between function and appearance anticipated its opposite reaction. Another modern handbook, *Time-Saver Standards*, was explicit about this split: “Before a building can succeed aesthetically it must perform its function efficiently. All the material presented in this handbook deals with the function of a building rather than its form. There is absolutely no attempt to dictate or even suggest aesthetic or definitive design solutions to any building type. The architectural designer must have complete freedom to exercise his or her creative abilities.”61 The identification of function with fact necessitated its being severed from aesthetics, which was understood as personal expression.

In applying Veblen’s ideas to architecture, *Graphic Standards* isolated functional facts from design imagination. This effort was manifested in the modes of representation utilized. The authors of the handbook explained: “To translate the facts most quickly for those accustomed to making and using drawings, we chose the graphic form of presentation, purposely devoid of all design in the decorative sense.”62 Diagrams in *Graphic Standards* were identified with essential, standard facts administered by a technocratic architect. Ramsey and Sleeper described their work as a
“graphic and diagrammatic assembly of data, standards, and information.” Ackerman explicitly emphasized the facticity of diagrams in his introduction: “Graphic presentation is the language of the draughting room. This accounts for the absence of text. The plates, in many cases, constitute translation into this simple language of facts that are often obscured by words.” The diagram, he believed, provided an objective picture of the thing itself, while words were merely conventional symbols subject to misinterpretation. Unlike more expressive images, diagrams are often considered transparent to facts, since they eschew shading, depth, and mimetic likeness in favor of precise lines and geometric order. Denying the inevitability of mediation, the dream of modern diagrams is another contribution to the history of attempts to achieve the long-sought universal language with what was considered direct access to truth.

The image of function was conceived as a diagram. The simplified, schematic drawings of the handbooks provided factual planning and construction information by separating it from design understood as willful external appearance. Section drawings showing construction were simplified and elevations depicting appearances were largely eliminated. Yet this division between fact and appearance was untenable, since functional facts are inextricably bound with cultural desires. Diagrams have always been important to architectural representation and have not always been considered reductive. The missing illustrations from Vitruvius were diagrams rather than architectural images. Plato attributed the making of cosmological diagrams to Daidalos, the mythic first architect. Robert Hahn has even argued that ancient architectural diagrams were the source for Anaximander’s first cosmological representation. Diagrams are also used as mystical vehicles of transcendence. The ancient Greek word for diagram was employed to describe drawings used in divination as well as geometry. Patrick Geddes (1854–1932), a pioneer of modern city planning whose work was important to the RPAA and who lectured in 1923 at the New School for Social Research, noted the close relation between ancient cosmological and mystical diagrams with modern planning diagrams.

Diagrams, even those purporting to be objective, are inevitably culturally influenced. The “Motor Vehicle Data” plate in the first edition of Graphic Standards shows cars in silhouette to emphasize their dimensions and downplay their conspicuous style (Figure 8). These orthographic shadows were intended to reveal the facts but not the ornament of the car. The hatching reflects the technology of the blueprint and is used elsewhere in the handbooks to shade the outline of the standard human for anthropometric data. Yet the contours reveal and even highlight the car’s style. In other plates in Graphic Standards where elevations are utilized to show manufactured objects, such as the “French Phone” (pl. 110) or household furniture (pls. 155–60), the appearance of style is clearly manifest. Some of the building detail sections also strongly communicate styles in their outline, particularly the ornamental plaster ceilings (pl. 124, for example). The use of sections as skeletons illustrates the effort to provide only facts of construc-
tion and avoid elevations that show style. Since function is always embedded in a particular culture and historical situation, its expressive dimension is unavoidable, whatever efforts are taken to suppress it.

The first plate of the first edition of Graphic Standards, the “orientation chart” diagramming daylighting (which Ackerman singled out as a purely technical subject), reveals a cosmography embedded within its seemingly straightforward presentation of data (Figure 9).67 The plate was included in all the editions by the original authors, although its location in the book changed with each edition.68 Showing a house plan at the center with the sun moving around it, the diagram follows the Ptolemaic system, with a fixed earth at the center of the cosmos. The pamphlet in which the orientation chart first appeared explained the diagram by describing the sun as moving around the earth (Figure 10).69 Inherent in the structure of this diagram is its reliance on an ancient cosmography to conceptualize the issue of sunlight for building, graphically demonstrating the futility of Ackerman’s project to present purely factual data.

Occult planetary influences on the world are suggested in the central panel of the orientation chart by four personified suns radiating some three thousand line segments toward the house plan. The likelihood of the diagram representing esoteric effects is reinforced by the original pamphlet’s cover, which shows an aged magus with a star on his pointed hat divining a diagram (Figure 11). If not intended to suggest the occult, representing the scene at night is an odd choice for a study of the effects of sunlight.

Of the 213 plates in the original Graphic Standards, only the orientation chart is turned sideways to accommodate its zodiacal borders. Other modern handbooks following Graphic Standards in reproducing this diagram omit the borders to fit their vertical formats.70 Usually these peripheral areas are considered innocuously decorative and hence dispensable, but here a clear decision was made to retain them. The zodiacal border is replete with iconographic references, presenting not only the facts but also the myths of orientation. The diagram’s east/west axis, running vertically through the rotated upright page, continues all the way through the first “I” of “ORIENTATION” at the top, or eastern end. This visual relationship invokes the long tradition that gives us the word “orientation” and locates east at the tops of medieval cosmographies and architectural plans. This practice was related to ideas of paradise being situated in the east with the rising sun.71 Terminating the east/west axis are the eyes of two eagles in the diagram’s borders. In the ancient world, eagles were associated with the sun and thought to be able to gaze directly at the fiery sphere.72 The birds of the chart recall the pair of eagles that Zeus sent flying at equal speed in opposite directions, one to the east and the other west, so that their meeting place in Delphi identified the center of the earth.73 Here they perform the same purpose, with the house plan as the navel. These and other esoteric associations would have been readily available to the draftsman of the orientation chart through W. R. Lethaby’s Architecture, Mysticism and Myth (1892), which included a line drawing of an ancient sculpture of the pair of eagles astride an omphalos.74 Ramsey and Sleeper violated their sheet layout to retain the zodiacal border when they could have avoided the additional effort. They provided a further clue to its importance beyond mere decoration by subtly adding initials under Gemini, perhaps those of Ackerman (Figure 12).75 Along with the facts of sun angles, the border gives the chart depth of meaning. Even those espousing a commitment to objectivity chose to include an iconographic approach, suggesting the authors’ incomplete understanding or acceptance of Ackerman’s technocratic architecture.

Ackerman’s attempt to separate pure empirical fact from expression only proved the inherent intertwining of the two in any cultural undertaking like building. Whether by choice or necessity, it was impossible to illustrate facts of construction without including appearances. The plates, like architectural drawings, are inevitably a meditation, to use Vitruvius’s word, imbued with culture. Veblen suffered from the same difficulty, presuming, but never establishing, the possibility of a state of complete utility “serving only men’s true needs.” Diagrams, like history, are not thin and factual, but rich with meaning.

**Ackerman’s Exceptional Practice Becomes Standard**

On publication, Graphic Standards was quickly dubbed the “architect’s bible” and has retained the moniker ever since. Over one million copies of numerous editions were sold by the year 2000, making it perhaps the most widely owned architectural book. Philip Johnson wrote in the tenth edition, issued at the beginning of the new millennium, “I have always considered my Graphic Standards as important as my pencil. . . . Every architect loves it, wears it out, and keeps it within arm’s length.”76 That Johnson, an organizer of the 1932 MoMA modern architecture exhibition, praised the book intended by Ackerman to reject style ironically reinforces the dualistic split between aesthetics and function.

Beginning with the 1970 edition, the American Institute of Architects took the unprecedented step of assuming editorial responsibility for Graphic Standards, reflecting its
perceived importance in defining American architectural practice. In this edition, the format was changed from mirroring the order of construction of buildings to following the sixteen-part uniform system for construction specification. This revision severed the ties between architecturally drawn lines and construction lines on site that Ackerman tried to achieve and the original edition embodied.

Through *Graphic Standards*, the office practices of Ackerman’s small firm had an enormous impact on standardizing practices across American architectural firms. Since 1994, when the book was first issued as a CD, its detail drawings can be transferred directly into actual project drawings, making the diagram fact. The practice of tracing standard details that preceded computer printouts allowed each iteration to be an original through the act of redrawing in a way that the copy key on the computer does not. Drafting-room practices, once developed by individuals and shared among coworkers, were absorbed by mod-

---

*Figure 9* "Orientation Chart," in the first edition of *Architectural Graphic Standards*, pl. 1
ern architectural handbooks and through their enormous success became professional practice standards.

Ackerman's strong political views influenced his practice and the nature of Graphic Standards. In 1920, when the red scare in the United States was palpable, Ackerman wrote in support of a “draughtsmen’s union” in an article titled “Bolshevik or Mammon?”79 Judging from the private letters of Stein, Ackerman was dedicated to realizing a much more socialistic form of technocratic government. At the
time of the publication of Graphic Standards, Ackerman was anticipating an imminent veblenesque technocratic revolution.80 In his 1950 obituary of Ackerman, Mumford dared
to publicly describe him as “extremely critical of the existing [economic] order.” Ackerman’s radical political convictions may explain why his wife destroyed his personal papers on his death.81

Although both had widespread influence, neither Ackerman nor Veblen had the impact on social practice each

Figure 12  Detail of Gemini from the border of the orientation chart in the first edition of Architectural Graphic Standards
had hoped to achieve. Ackerman's anticipated political revolution failed to occur, but his technocratic ideals in some ways prefigured today's governmental bureaucracy of experts. Veblen's critique of conspicuous consumption failed to produce a significant change in American habits, but his critical viewpoint became widely disseminated. The social program inherent in their perspective was co-opted by American capitalism. Graphic Standards did not lead to the sort of practice that Ackerman envisioned, instead reinforcing the opposite as the "bible" of normative architectural practice. It is a paradox that the book, conceived as a revolutionary manifesto, went on to become in large part the basis, even the identity, of the practice of American architecture today.

The program to separate fact from appearance attempted by Veblen and Ackerman enabled the proliferation of precisely those motives—the desire for profit and conspicuous display—that they hoped to eliminate. The dualism between function as fact and aesthetics as self-expression came to dominate architectural practice and allow the commodification of architecture. This formulation continues to haunt practices today. While many commercial architectural firms ensure repeat business by favoring functional needs over aesthetics, many neo-avant-garde practices pursue a salesmanship dominated by novelty and self-expression. Unfortunately, Ackerman, like Veblen, failed to recognize that cultural expression is inherent in the material function of building and cannot be eliminated from it. If this is true of functional diagrams, then it is certainly true of other modes of architectural representation. As Georges Bataille suggested in 1947, the greatest myth of modern man is that he has no myths.82 The mythopoetic dimension of function can never be fully isolated and extracted from pragmatic necessity.

Experience shows the accuracy of Ackerman's assessment of modern architectural practices. Furthermore, his attempt to resist the commodification of architecture by grounding it in the material and functional reality of building is a valuable approach that has recently been rediscovered in some experimental practices. Yet the attempt to reduce function to fact and aesthetics to self-expression continues to undermine this effort. Ackerman's goal for a modern architecture to derive from the nature of its use and construction for the general well-being to replace the design of novelties can best be fulfilled when the bifurcation of function and expression is set aside. Cultural excess or ritual continues to be embedded within the functional; it is expansive and is an unlimited source for the architectural imagination.
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